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Introduction
Ransomware has become one of the most widespread and damaging
threats that internet users face. Since the infamous CryptoLocker
first appeared in 2013, we’ve seen a new era of file-encrypting
Ransomware variants delivered through spam messages and Exploit
Kits, extorting money from home users and businesses alike.
The current wave of Ransomware families can have their roots traced
back to the early days of FakeAV, through “Locker” variants and finally
to the file-encrypting variants that are prevalent today. Each distinct
category of malware has shared a common goal – to extort money
from victims through social engineering and outright intimidation. The
demands for money have grown more forceful with each iteration:
Fake AV peaked around 2009 and attempted to scare victims into
paying up by claiming their computers were riddled with viruses.
“Locker” Ransomware locked victims’ screens and demanded
a payment to unlock, sometimes using the suggestion of illegal
activity on the victim’s part to help induce payment.
File-encrypting Ransomware holds the victim’s files to ransom
and only releases them when the ransom demand is met.
In many cases unbreakable encryption is used, meaning that extortion has
evolved from simple social engineering, with little to no consequences for
failure to comply, to permanent loss of data unless payment is made.
The rise of Ransomware can be attributed to the appearance of
several significant variants that were extremely successful. This
success has been used as a template by later variants, resulting in
the mass proliferation we see today. This paper gives an insight into
the current state of Ransomware, and presents a detailed analysis
of the four most prevalent variants – CryptoWall, TorrentLocker,
CTB-Locker and TeslaCrypt – as well as an analysis of more
obscure variants that employ novel or interesting techniques.
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CryptoWall
Introduction
CryptoWall [1] is a family of file-encrypting Ransomware that first appeared in
early 2014. It is notable for its use of unbreakable AES encryption, unique CHM
infection mechanism, and robust C2 activity over the Tor anonymous network. The
miscreants running the CryptoWall operation also provide a free single-use decryption
service to prove they hold the keys necessary to restore the hijacked files.
CryptoWall gained notoriety after the downfall of the infamous CryptoLocker [2], which
was later taken down by Operation Tovar [3]. It used to appear under different names
such as Cryptorbit, CryptoDefense, CryptoWall 2.0 and CryptoWall 3.0, among others.
It is widely distributed using various exploit kits, spam campaigns and malvertising
techniques. Initial variants used an RSA public key, generated on the command and control
server, for file encryption. Later variants, however, including CryptoWall 3.0, use an AES
key for file encryption and further encrypt the AES key using a unique public key generated
on the server – making it impossible to get to the actual key needed to decrypt the files.
CryptoWall 3.0 uses I2P network proxies for communicating with the live command and
control server and Tor network for payments using Bitcoins, which makes it even harder
for anti-virus to trace back the malware author, as I2P uses anonymity networks.

Infection Vectors
Earlier CryptoWall infections were almost always distributed via
exploit kits. Another recent infection vector is a spam attachment that
contains a CHM file which links to the CryptoWall payload.
The RAR attachment contains a CHM file which, upon opening, downloads the
CryptoWall binary and copies itself into the %temp% folder. The CHM file type
is basically an interactive html file that is compressed inside a CHM container.
It can also hold many other files inside it such javascript or image files etc.
Figure 1 shows one example of a spam email that contains a CHM file inside a
RAR attachment. The user is often fooled into opening the attachment, assuming
it’s from a legitimate financial institution. However, in actual fact, downloading the
attachment causes malware to download in the background, as shown in Figure 2.
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[Figure 1]

[Figure 2]

Execution
On disk, the CryptoWall binary is usually compressed or encoded
with lots of useless instructions and anti-emulation tricks which
are inserted deliberately to break AV engine protection.
On execution, it first launches a new instance of the explorer.exe process, injects
its unpacked CryptoWall binary and executes the injected code. The original
process exits by itself after launching the injected explorer process.
Next, it makes sure there is no way to recover encrypted files by
deleting volume shadow copies using the vssadmin.exe tool.
vssadmin.exe Delete Shadows /All /Quiet
The original binary is copied into various locations in the system, such as:
<%appdata%>, <%startup%> and <%rootdrive%>/random_folder/
These copies are then added in the auto start key, which makes
them persistent even after the machine is rebooted.
Next, it launches a new legitimate svchost.exe process with user privilege (not system
privilege which could be launched and runs as a child process under services.exe)
and injects its malicious binary code into the newly launched svchost process.
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It tries to connects to the I2P proxies to find a live command and control server using
a hash value that is created by taking a randomly generated number followed by
a unique identification value. This is generated using system-specific information
such as computer name, OS version, processor type, volume serial number, etc.
Once the server replies with the public key, generated specifically
for the infected computer, it displays ransom notes in the language
based on the geolocation of the machine IP address.
Once the public key is granted, it starts the file encryption thread – dropping
ransom notes in all the directories where the user files have been encrypted.
Finally, it launches Internet Explorer to show the ransom notes,
before the hollowed svchost process gets killed by itself.

Encryption
CryptoWall has a big list of file extension types for
encryption, examples of which are listed below:
xls, wpd, wb2, txt, tex, swf, sql, rtf, RAW, ppt, png, pem, pdf, pdb, PAS,
odt, obj, msg, mpg, mp3, lua, key, jpg, hpp, gif, eps, DTD, doc, der, crt,
cpp, cer, bmp, bay, avi, ava, ass, asp, js, py, pl, db, c, h, ps, cs, m, rm.
CryptoWall 3.0 file encryption is slightly different from in the 2.0 version. In
2.0, the user files are encrypted directly using public key but in 3.0 a local
symmetric AES 256 key is used for file encryption. This key is further encrypted
using the public key in order to avoid revealing the AES key – encrypting
in this way makes the process much faster and more efficient.
For every file encryption, CryptoWall 3.0 first copies the same file with an additional random
character, encrypts the file content and writes it back, before deleting the original file.
Every encrypted file starts with a hash value of the public key received from
the server, followed by an AES 256 encrypted key using the public key.
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It also saves all the encrypted filenames under the below registry key:
“HKCU\Software\<unique Identifier>\” as shown in Figure 3

[Figure 3]

Network Communication
CryptoWall 3.0 uses I2P network proxies and hardcoded URLs to connect
to its live command and control server, making multiple connections to the
command and control server before and after the file encryption.
proxy1-1-1.i2p
proxy2-2-2.i2p
proxy3-3-3.i2p
proxy4-4-4.i2p
proxy5-5-5.i2p
It first sends user-specific identifier information and registers the infected machine, before fetching
the public key and storing it in the registry after importing it. Based on the public key, CryptoWall 3.0
generates a unique ID for the infected user so they can be identified (when they pay, for example).
Unlike CryptoWall 3.0, older variants use hardcoded domains in the binary
to receive the public key from the command and control server.

Ransom Demand
Once all the files are encrypted, CryptoWall 3.0 displays ransom notes which give instructions
about how to make payment. The text content is hardcoded in the binary itself and adds generated
Tor links and user-specific ID to it. As mentioned previously, the identifier generated by the
command and control server is unique to the infected user, in order to identify the user machine.
The same ransom demand text is written into several files with “DECRYPT_
INSTRUCTIONS” in their file names, and is displayed in three different applications – the
web browser, a text file and a png in the image viewer, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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[Figure 4]
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[Figure 5]

Ransom Payment
As with most Ransomware, payment is made with Bitcoins as shown in Figure 6 and
the instructions are accessed through Tor. Since the actual AES key is encrypted
further by a public key, it is impossible to decrypt without the private key.
The CryptoWall author provides a free decryption service as shown in Figure 7, in order to
convince the infected user to believe that they have the key to decrypt. The victim can then
upload one encrypted file to their given link in order to get a decrypted version of the file back.
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[Figure 6]
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Below is the screenshot of a free decryption service webpage.

[Figure 7]

Statistics
CryptoWall infections are seen all around the world due to its widespread
infection mechanisms. North America is most affected, with the US
and Canada making up 13% of infections. Great Britain, the Netherlands
and Germany also feature with 7%, 7% and 6% respectively.
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Protection
Sophos protects against CryptoWall at runtime using HIPS technology with
HPmal/Ransom-I, HPmal/Ransom-O, HPmal/Ransom-R and statically with
a variety of detection names including: Mal/Ransom-*, Troj/Ransom-*.
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Introduction
TorrentLocker is a family of file-encrypting Ransomware that is almost exclusively
distributed through spam email campaigns and is noteworthy for being very geographically
targeted. Both ransom notes and initial lures are localised to the targeted region, and the
number of regions observed to have been targeted by TorrentLocker is considerable.
Named after a registry key that early variants created during execution,
TorrentLocker is often referred to as “CryptoLocker” – in an attempt to play on
the brand awareness of the genuine CryptoLocker. TorrentLocker uses AES to
encrypt a wide variety of file types before a payment in Bitcoins is demanded.
It also goes a step further than most Ransomware families by harvesting email
addresses from the victim’s machine in order to further spread itself.

Infection Vectors
TorrentLocker infections are almost always initiated with a spam email. We’ve
seen spam campaigns with the TorrentLocker executable directly attached to the
email message, as well as some that have included an attached office document
with an embedded macro that will download and execute the TorrentLocker file.
Other campaigns have also been observed, including some that include a link
which, if clicked on, redirects the victim to a download of the TorrentLocker file.
Spam messages show a higher degree of grammatical correctness than typical
malicious spam campaigns with few if any spelling mistakes, indicating that
the messages were most likely written by a native speaker of the particular
language used. Figure 1 shows a spam message aimed at Australian victims
designed to look like an email from the Australian Office of State Revenue.
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[Figure 1]

Figure 2 shows a campaign targeted at victims in the UK using
the well-known “Royal Mail” brand as the lure.
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[Figure 2]

In each case we can see that not only is the local language of the targeted
region used but familiar and localised branding is used alongside it. This makes
the spam message appear more like a genuine communication, increasing the
effectiveness of the campaign and resulting in more TorrentLocker infections.
Further evidence of localised campaigns has been observed in the Netherlands
[1], Japan and Korea [2], and Italy and Spain [3] where the TorrentLocker
criminals went so far as to refuse to push the Ransomware executable to victim
machines whose IP addresses did not belong to the target countries.

Execution
TorrentLocker uses the common technique, sometimes known as “process hollowing”,
whereby a legitimate Windows system process is launched in a suspended state, malicious
code is injected into the process, the ThreadContext structure of the main thread is changed
to point to the malicious code and the process is resumed. TorrentLocker uses explorer.
exe as its hollow process and all further activity is carried out from this new process.
One of the first steps that TorrentLocker takes is to reduce the chance that encrypted files
can be recovered using standard Windows file recovery tools. It does this by attempting to
delete volume shadow copies using the vssadmin.exe tool with the following command:
“vssadmin.exe Delete Shadows /All /Quiet”
This may prevent the victim from being able to recover their files from a System
Restore point. TorrentLocker also attempts to disable the Internet Explorer
Phishing Filter by setting the following two registry key values to 0:
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KEY:
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\PhishingFilter
Values:
EnabledV8
EnabledV9
It is not entirely obvious why this action is performed, as it is something we
would associate more with financial malware – in order to inject code into the
browser while the victim is interacting with an online banking website – rather
than malware that demands a ransom. However, it may be an attempt to prevent
the browser from displaying any warnings when the ransom note is eventually
presented to the victim and they navigate to the payment instructions page.
TorrentLocker then copies itself to the %WINDOWS% directory with
a random name, such as “%WINDOWS%\ycizilys.exe”, and creates
a runkey entry in the registry for reboot persistence.
Before TorrentLocker starts encrypting files, it attempts to contact its command and
control server. The address is hard-coded into the executable and there will usually be
several backup addresses if the first is unreachable. The initial check in is a POST request
over HTTPS. The use of HTTPS over HTTP is an increasingly common tactic employed
by several Ransomware families and appears to be an attempt to make the traffic harder
to read, analyse, and ultimately block, with network based protection technologies.
The command and control server then sends back the ransom message that
will be displayed, which is customised for the local language of the victim.
TorrentLocker then generates an encryption key which is sent back to the command
and control server before encrypting files on all drives that are accessible to
the infected user. An important point to note is that if TorrentLocker cannot
reach its command and control server it will not start encrypting files.
The ransom message is then displayed and details of the encrypted
files are sent back to the command and control server.
TorrentLocker includes the unusual (for ransomware) functionality of harvesting
email contacts from the infected machine and sending them back to the
command and control server to further spread the TorrentLocker malware. This
behaviour was highlighted in October 2014 [4], when email addresses were being
retrieved from Thunderbird, Outlook, and Windows Live Mail email clients.
Figure 3 shows the decrypted strings inside the TorrentLocker sample
related to processing the Thunderbird address book file which is
stored in “Mork” format files with a “.mab” extension [5].
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[Figure 3]

Encryption
Recent variants of TorrentLocker have changed the way that files are encrypted
compared with their predecessors, as a flaw was discovered that allowed encrypted
files to easily be decrypted. [6] explains how encrypted files could be decrypted
when just one encrypted/unencrypted file pair was known, and [7] explains in more
depth how AES was used in CTR mode with the same key and a fixed IV which
meant the same key stream was used on every file, allowing it to be recovered
from a known plaintext and replayed on other encrypted files. After a generic
decryption tool was released, the Torrent Locker authors modified the encryption
scheme to use AES in CBC mode, which results in a unique keystream for each file
and means they can no longer be decrypted without access to the original key.
The proportion of the file that is encrypted has also been changed. Whereas
older variants used to encrypt the first 2 MB, the latest variants only encrypt
the first 1 MB of the file. In either case the file will be rendered useless, though
it is interesting that there was a change at all. The only possible reason
appears to be for performance, though the difference between encrypting and
decrypting 1 MB over 2 MB of a file would seem to be fairly negligible.
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Network Communication
TorrentLocker communicates with its command and control server through POST requests
over HTTPS. The protocol used has been extensively documented in [7], but to summarise,
infected machines can send a variety of different types of data back to the server, including:
•
•
•

Encrypted AES key
Number of encrypted files
Harvested email addresses

Ransom Demand
Once all the accessible files on the system have been encrypted, the ransom
demand will be displayed. The same ransom demand text is written into several
files with “DECRYPT_INSTRUCTIONS” in their file names, and is displayed
in three different applications – the web browser, a text file and in a window
created by the ransomware program. Figures 4 and 5 show the demands.

[Figure 4]
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[Figure 5]

The text of the ransom demand is the data that was initially downloaded
when TorrentLocker first contacted its command and control server. This
means the ransom demand wording can be adjusted and localised according
to the specific campaign and location of the infected machine.

Ransom Payment
As with most Ransomware, payment is made with Bitcoins and the instructions are
accessed through Tor. TorrentLocker accepts a reduced fee if payment is made within a
short period of time (usually 4 days), after which the price doubles. It is claimed that after
1 month the decryption key will be destroyed and encrypted files will be unrecoverable.
The exact amount asked for is localised to the victim’s currency. Figure 6 shows 399
Euros being demanded, doubling to 798 after 4 days. The victim machine was located
in Ireland and the payment page helpfully links to Bitcoin exchanges in Ireland.
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[Figure 6]

TorrentLocker also offers a “Decrypt Single File” for a free service that is
gaining popularity with file-encrypting ransomware as it gives the victim greater
confidence that they will actually get their files back if they pay the ransom.
The payment website also includes a ‘helpful’ FAQ and even a support
page with a query form, as can be seen in [Figure 7].

[Figure 7]
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Reliability
One free file decryption is a good indicator that the TorrentLocker criminals
are able to decrypt victim’s files. If the ransom is paid, a link to a personalised
decryption tool is sent to the victim and their AES key is embedded into the tool.
This approach appears to function as expected, though it is unknown how
keys are managed and stored on the TorrentLocker servers, and how reliable
that process may be when many thousands of records are stored.

Statistics
Although the US has the largest concentration of TorrentLocker infections, [Figure 8]
shows that the remaining infections are spread out over a wide variety of countries. This
ties in with the broad array of localised campaigns observed distributing TorrentLocker.

[Figure 8]
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Protection
Sophos protects against TorrentLocker at runtime using HIPS technology with
HPmal/Ransom-M, HPmal/Ransom-Q, HPmal/Ransom-O and statically with a
variety of detection names including: Mal/Ransom-DD, Troj/Ransom-AQT.
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Introduction
CTB-Locker is a ransomware variant that encrypts files on a victim’s hard
disk before demanding a ransom be paid to decrypt the files.
CTB-Locker is noteworthy for its high infection rates, use of Elliptic Curve
Cryptography, Tor, Bitcoins and for its multi-lingual capabilities.

Infection Vectors
The authors of CTB-Locker are using an affiliate program to drive
infections by outsourcing the infection process to a network of
affiliates or partners in exchange for a cut of the profits.
The affiliate model is a tried, tested and very successful strategy at achieving large
volumes of malware infections [1]. It has been used to generate huge revenues for fake
anti-virus, click fraud schemes [2] and a wide variety of other types of malware. It is
now being used to distribute ransomware in general and CTB-Locker in particular.
The affiliate scheme for CTB-Locker was first publicly highlighted by the researcher
Kafeine in [3] in mid-2014. The Reddit post in [4] claims to be from an actual
participant of the affiliate program and provides interesting insight into its workings.
The CTB-Locker authors use a similar strategy to many exploit kit authors by offering a
hosted option where the operator pays a monthly fee and the authors host all the code.
This makes becoming an affiliate simple and relatively risk-free. The Reddit poster claimed
to make 15,000 (presumably dollars) a month, with costs of around 7,000. The author
also mentions that he only focuses on victims from “tier1 countries” such as the US, UK,
AU and CA, as he makes so little money from other regions that it is not worth the time.
Using an affiliate model for distribution means that there are a wide range of
different infection vectors for CTB-Locker. We have seen it be distributed through
several exploit kits including Rig and Nuclear. However, it is through malicious spam
campaigns that the majority of CTB-Locker infections have been observed.
The most commonly seen spam campaigns that distribute CTB-Locker use a downloader
component known as Dalexis or Elenoocka. The spam messages themselves follow a
wide variety of formats, including missed fax messages, financial statements, overdue
invoices, account suspensions and missed mms messages. Here are several examples:
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[Figure 1]

[Figure 2]

[Figure 3]
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[Figure 4]

[Figure 5]

A large proportion of modern day malicious spam arrives as an exe file
inside a zip or rar archive. An unusual aspect of Dalexis is that it almost
always arrives in a less common archive, typically a cab file.
The archive contains the malicious sample itself, often with a .scr extension
and a further archive that contains a decoy document that will be displayed
to convince the victim that the attachment was harmless.
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[Figure 6]

The malicious Dalexis sample uses several techniques in an attempt to avoid sandboxes and
automated analysis systems, including sleeping for a period of time. Dalexis then downloads
the CTB-Locker sample over HTTP in an encrypted form, decodes and executes it.

Execution
When CTB-Locker executes, it drops a copy of itself to the temp directory
and creates a scheduled task to enable reboot persistence.
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[Figure 7]

The file system is then iterated through and all files with extensions
that match CTB-Locker’s extension list will be encrypted. The desktop
background image is changed and CTB-Locker overlays the ransom
message and a clickable interface onto the centre of the screen.
Unlike some crypto-ransomware variants, CTB-Locker does not require
an active internet connection before it starts encrypting files.
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Encryption
CTB-Locker stands for “Curve-Tor-Bitcoin-Locker”. The “Curve” part of the name is taken
from its use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC is a form of public key cryptography
based on elliptic curves over finite fields. Its strength is derived from the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem. Most file-encrypting Ransomware that uses public key
cryptography tends to use RSA, which is based on prime factorisation. A benefit that ECC
has over RSA is that equivalent security levels can be achieved with much smaller key
sizes. For example, a 256-bit ECC key has equivalent security to a 3072-bit RSA key [5].
The key size advantages that ECC offers may have been a contributing
factor in the author’s decision-making process, as they embed a public key
into the malware sample and a smaller key takes up less space.
CTB-Locker uses a combination of symmetric and asymmetric encryption to scramble
files. The encryption itself is carried out using AES and then the means to decrypt
the files are encrypted with the ECC public key. This ensures that only the CTBLocker authors who have the corresponding private key are able to decrypt the files.
For a detailed analysis of the encryption scheme used by CTB-Locker see [6].
CTB-Locker will encrypt files with the following extensions:
pwm,kwm,txt,cer,crt,der,pem,doc,cpp,c,php,js,cs,pas,bas,pl,py,docx,rtf,docm,
xls,xlsx,safe,groups,xlk,xlsb,xlsm,mdb,mdf,dbf,sql,md,dd,dds,jpe,jpg,jpeg,cr2,
raw,rw2,rwl,dwg,dxf,dxg,psd,3fr,accdb,ai,arw,bay,blend,cdr,crw,dcr,dng,eps,erf,
indd,kdc,mef,mrw,nef,nrw,odb,odm,odp,ods,odt,orf,p12,p7b,p7c,pdd,pdf,pef,pfx,
ppt,pptm,pptx,pst,ptx,r3d,raf,srf,srw,wb2,vsd,wpd,wps,7z,zip,rar,dbx,gdb,bsdr,
bsdu,bdcr,bdcu,bpdr,bpdu,ims,bds,bdd,bdp,gsf,gsd,iss,arp,rik,gdb,fdb,abu,config,rgx
This list has been expanded as newer variants have been released.
Originally, encrypted files all had a “.ctbl” extension, however, that was
soon changed to have a random extension. It appears that the authors have
“borrowed” at least some of their encryption code from OpenSSL, as large
amounts of related strings can be found in the unpacked code.

[Figure 8]
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Network Communication
Since CTB-Locker can start encrypting files without having to contact
a command and control server, there does not need to be any network
communication until the victim attempts to decrypt their files.
When this happens, all communications are carried out over Tor (this is where the
“Tor” from “Curve-Tor-Bitcoin-Locker” comes in), usually through proxy websites that
act as relays to the Tor Hidden Service that hosts the back-end infrastructure.
When a victim has paid the ransom, CTB-Locker will contact the command and control
server, sending a block of data that contains the information needed to derive the key
that will decrypt the victim’s files. This block of data can only be decrypted with the
master key stored on the server. For a more detailed description of this process see [6].

Ransom Demand
When all the victim’s files have been encrypted, the ransom message is
displayed by changing the desktop background and by overlaying the centre
of the screen with the main ransom demand and clickable interface.
This screen informs the victim that “Your personal files are encrypted by CTB-Locker”, they
are told that they have “96 hours to submit payment”, and they are warned that any attempt
to remove the malware from the infected system will result in the decryption key being
destroyed – this time limit was lower in earlier versions. The victim can click the “Next”
button to start the decryption process or the “View” button to see the list of encrypted files.

[Figure 9]
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CTB-Locker is highly multi-lingual with the ransom note offered in a variety of
languages, accessible through the various flag icons at the top of the screen.
The choice of languages appears to be at least partially customisable by the
affiliate who has purchased this particular CTB-Locker instance, and the available
options have grown over time. A recent sample had the following language
options – English, French, German, Spanish, Latvian, Dutch and Italian.

[Figure 10]

Latvian is an unusual language option, as Latvia is not generally seen as a major target for
Ransomware and other types of crimeware. This possibly represents the authors looking
to break into new markets where awareness is lower, or perhaps the particular affiliate
has local knowledge and is better able to launch a successful campaign in that country.

[Figure 11]

Recent variants of CTB-Locker also offer a way for the victim to verify that
their files can be decrypted by unscrambling five randomly selected files for
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free. This appears to have been introduced as a way to gain the confidence of
the victim and increase the likelihood that the full ransom will be paid.

Ransom Payment
When the victim clicks through the ransom interface they are given
detailed instructions on how much to pay and how to pay it.

[Figure 12]

CTB-Locker requires Bitcoins (BTC) to pay the ransom (“Bitcoin” in “CurveTor-Bitcoin-Locker”). The exact amount of BTC is set by the affiliate who
has purchased CTB-Locker, though the authors give guidance to help set the
ransom amount at a level that is likely to generate maximum revenue. Figure
12 shows an example demanding 3 BTC. An approximate equivalent amount
in the local currency is also displayed – e.g 690 Dollars or 660 Euros.
One downside to using Tor hidden services is that reliability can be
an issue, meaning that the command and control server cannot be
reached when the victim attempts to pay the ransom.
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[Figure 13]

In an attempt to combat this, CTB-Locker attempts to use multiple different Tor proxy
servers to reach the hidden service, and also offers manual instructions should the malware
sample be removed from the infected machine. These involve visiting the Tor hidden service
through a web browser and pasting into a form the public key that the victim is given.
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[Figure 14]

Reliability
Reading through various public support forum postings suggests that in many
cases paying the ransom will result in CTB-Locker decrypting the victim’s files.
The “Test Decryption” feature is a good indicator that decryption is possible.
However, the victim must still trust that the cybercriminals will make good on their
promise after handing over the ransom amount in BTC. There is also the possibility that
the server components that host the private keys needed to perform decryption will
be taken down, temporarily or permanently, which can make decryption impossible.
In that circumstance it is likely that the cybercriminals will continue to accept
ransom payments despite knowing there is no way to decrypt the victim’s files.

Statistics
CTB-Locker infections are mostly seen in Western Europe, North America and
Australia. These are generally speaking the “Tier 1“ countries described in the
Reddit post in [4]. Victims in these countries appear to be targeted based on
the Ransomware author’s previous experience of successful payments.
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[Figure 15]

When looking at numbers of samples we can see that the number of actual CTB-Locker
samples is much lower than the number of Dalexis samples that are used to download
CTB-Locker. This makes sense since the downloader is spammed out in extremely
large volumes, which allows security products to add detection very quickly. Making
each sample unique by changing a small amount in each file increases the likelihood
that some checksum-based protection solutions will fail to detect all of the samples.
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[Figure 16]

Protection
Sophos protects against CTB-Locker at execution with HPmal/
Ransom-N, and statically with an array of detection names including: Troj/
Ransom-AKW, Troj/Onion-D, Troj/Filecode-B, Troj/HkMain-CT.
Sophos detects the Dalexis/Elenoocka downloader with an array of detection
names including: Troj/Agent-AMTG, Troj/Agent-AMKP, Troj/Cabby-H, Troj/AgentAIRO, Troj/Agent-AMNK, Troj/Agent-AMNP, Troj/Agent-AMOA, Mal/Cabby-B.
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Introduction
TeslaCrypt (aka EccKrypt) is one of the most recent ransomware variants seen widely
that encrypts certain user files and demands ransom be paid to decrypt the files.
Similar to other variants, it uses an AES symmetric algorithm to encrypt files.

Infection Vectors
TeslaCrypt is distributed widely via the Angler exploit kit and a few other
known exploit kits. Using Angler, it exploits Adobe Flash (CVE-2015-0311)
and, once successfully exploited, it downloads TeslaCrypt as a payload.
Angler is exploited via an injected iframe from the compromised website. It redirects
to a landing page that is highly obfuscated, contains anti-vm techniques, and performs
checks for the presence of anti-virus software or malware analysis tools like fiddler etc.
For each obfuscation code, it contains de-obfuscation script in the same web page.
Figure 1 shows the snippet of the obfuscated script in the landing page.
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[Figure 1]

And Figure 2 is the de-obfuscated script that checks for
the presence of various anti-virus software.

[Figure 2]
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Once all the conditions are met, the decrypted URLs download the Flash exploit
which, in turn, downloads the ransomware payload in the temp folder.
It also uses Xtea algorithm to decode the encoded payload. Apart from the Flash
exploit, we have also seen exploits related to Silverlight and Internet Explorer.
Angler doesn’t use the file-less payload technique - rather it
writes the payload Ransomware into the disk.

Execution
The TeslaCrypt binary that we have seen so far is usually compiled using Visual C++.
The ransomware code is then encoded/compressed within the binary itself.
After decrypting its code in memory, TeslaCrypt overwrites the decrypted MZ binary onto itself.
The decrypted memory MZ binary is also compiled using Visual C++.
It runs multiple threads for different purposes.
1.

File encryption thread.

2.

Monitors the following process names and terminates them.
•
•
•
•
•

cmd.exe
msconfig
regedit
procexp
taskmgr

3.

Contacts the command and control server and sends few specific details such
as the sha-256 value of the key generated from key.dat, Bitcoin address, number
of files encrypted, and user ip-address etc as base64 encoded parameter.

4.

Deletes all backup volume shadow files using vssadmin.exe.

Encryption
TeslaCrypt creates key.dat under %appdata% where it also drops a copy
of itself and creates log.html to store the list of files encrypted. It encrypts
user-specific files by enumerating all directories including network drives.
Figure 3 shows the lists of file extensions [1] that will be encrypted.
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[Figure 3]

It uses AES cipher for encrypting files and stores sha256 values of the
different keys in key.dat along with a Bitcoin payment key. The key.dat
structure varies between different variants that we have seen.
It also stores other key information which is not known at the moment.
Also, irrespective of a successful connection to the command and control
server, the dropper file still encrypts files. After successful encryption, it
shows the GUI window giving details about the payment option.
It also uses some OpenSSL libraries, probably for generating Bitcoin addresses.
After encrypting files, it renames them. Below are some of the
extension names it uses for the variants we have seen so far:
•
•
•
•

.encrypted
.ecc
.ezz
.exx

Network Communication
After encrypting a specific list of files, it connects to the command and
control server via the TOR network using different TOR proxy servers
along with specific details as base64 encoded parameter.
a.

Encoded URI pattern:
hxxp://dpckd2ftmf7lelsa.afnwdsy4j32.com/tsdfewr2.php?U3ViamVjdD1D
cnlwdGVkJmtleT01MzE3QzlFOENGMDMwOUZFODgxMTBGMTBGQzFCMEUwNzk1MDIzN
DlEQTg5MjA3QzJDQjZENDUyOUM2QzIzQUE5JmFkZHI9MUQyUHF5M0g5c280Q0JheX
FkTWo0V0N1cmNSekQxUXJBYSZmaWxlcz05MCZzaXplPTE1MSZ2ZXJzaW9uPTAuMy4
3YiZkYXRlPTE0MzA4MzI1ODgmT1M9MjYwMCZJRD03MiZzdWJpZD0wJmdhdGU9RzAm
aXNfYWRtaW49MSZpc182ND0wJmlwPTU0LjcyLjIyNS4yNDMmZXhlX3R5cGU9MQ==
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b.

Decoded URI pattern:
hxxp://dpckd2ftmf7lelsa.afnwdsy4j32.com/tsdfewr2.php?Subject=Cryp
ted&key=1BF7BEF096B61D09F6F59B83FC5A4B5AD18627E65BA0E018174B4C500
038ED80&addr=1EqKCDymcbeBKVjGSq9D8pavGFyrjCyvz7&files=2143&size=77
3&version=0.3.0&date=1425073689&OS=2600&ID=20&subid=0&gate=G0&is_
admin=1&is_64=0&ip=193.128.108.238

It then fetches the user’s IP address by contacting “ipinfo.io”.

Ransom Payment
After encrypting the list of files, it launches a GUI window to show the user that their files have
been encrypted and offers them a payment option to get the decryption key as shown in Figure 4.

[Figure 4]

It also gives the option to decrypt a file for free, as shown in Figure 5, in order to
convince the user that they will get back their files back by paying the said amount.
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[Figure 5]

TeslaCrypt gives the option to use Bitcoin, PaySafeCard or Ukash for
payment. We haven’t yet seen evidence that it can target any non-English
users by using other languages in their ransom GUI window.
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Statistics
Among all the variants analyzed in this paper, next to CryptoWall, TeslaCrypt
has the most number of infections seen widely across all countries.

Protection
Sophos protects its customers from TeslaCrypt using the following detections.
HPmal/EccKrpt-A
Troj/TeslaCrypt-*
Mal/ TeslaCrypt-*
Troj/Ransom-*
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Viral Ransomware
Introduction
In late 2014 [1], we started to see ransomware that infects most file types,
including binaries, and locks the user desktop, making it the first of its kind.
The VirLock family of file-infector ransomware is not only a polymorphic virus, it has
a multi-layer protection code that is encoded using xor and xor-rol as a two-stage
encryption. By doing this, traditional anti-virus emulation would fail halfway through
during its emulation before reaching the actual viral code and clean host file.
Apart from infecting the usual documents and image related files, it also infects binary files.

Execution
Once executed, VirLock launches multiple copies of itself for various purposes. One of
the copies registers itself as a Windows service and runs persistently. Another copy runs
the file infector thread, while an additional copy is launched to monitor the previouslylaunched process and relaunches if the process gets terminated by any other processes.
Once infection is complete, it launches a GUI window as shown below.
It also monitors and terminates taskmgr.exe, and other applications by disabling explorer.
exe. The below winlocker image is painted and shown based on the geolocation of the
user machine and embedded within the malicious binary itself – meaning it doesn’t need
a working internet connection for infection or to display the payment GUI window.
It adds autorun key values to ensure it runs during windows startup.
It then creates an .rsrc section and puts the encrypted HOST file in that section.
While executing any infected file by the user, it drops the clean HOST file and
executes it after running the virus code. It changes system folder settings by
changing it to hidden, so that all the dropped files are not shown visibly.
It saves all the infected file names in a text file under the %AllUsers% profile.
Even though the infection mechanism looks simple, it is very much a polymorphic virus with
many spaghetti codes, and the decryption keys are uniquely generated for each instance.
It also enumerates all the available network drives and infects files in them too.
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There two main differences from other ransomware:
1.
2.

It doesn’t delete the volume shadow copies used for backup.
No ransom notes are dropped anywhere.

It only shows the payment GUI window by executing an
infected file as shown in Figure 1 below.

[Figure 1]

Payment
Like many other ransomware variants, it uses Bitcoins for payment. The payment currency
is shown based on the geolocation of the user machine. It charges 250 GBP to decrypt
the files whereas the disinfection can be done without paying it to the malicious author.

Protection
Sophos detects and disinfects these variants using the below signatures:
W32/VirRnsm-A, W32/VirRnsm-C, W32/VirRnsm-D, W32/VirRnsm-E, W32/VirRnsm-F
Sophos can also protect proactively from these file infector ransomware using:
HPmal/Ransom-P, HPmal/VirLock-A
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Introduction
ThreatFinder Ransomware is a DLL component that encrypts certain
file types as shown in Figure 1 below. It is usually downloaded by
other malware [2] supposedly via the Angler exploit kit.

[Figure 1]

ThreatFinder is unique as there isn’t a known DLL-based file encrypting ransomware.

Execution
It copies itself into the %Temp% folder and adds an auto-run key entry. It also downloads
the image file shown below from 65.49.8.104 instead of appending itself into the binary.
It then waits for the command and control connection and encrypts certain file types.
As of writing, there is no active command and control connection available – we also
couldn’t confirm exactly the encryption algorithm (ransom notes says it uses RSA-2048)
used as there is no crypto-specific API’s used or any known encryption algorithm.
After a successful connection to the command and control server, it encrypts
the aforementioned file types, then creates html with ransom notes shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 on the disk and launches it using the shellexecute API.
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[Figure 2 – Ransom Notes]

[Figure 3]

Payment
Similar to other ransomware, ThreatFinder also uses Bitcoins for payment.
The Bitcoin address to send payment is hardcoded in the binary itself.
1NadLTgZHFGJmqUuQ58dGsB7ADCbe5N6z1
Below are the few sites suggested by the ThreatFinder author for purchasing bitcoins:
https://www.blockchain.info/en/wallet
https://LocalBitcoins.com
https://coincafe.com
https://coinmr.com
https://bitquick.co
http://cashintocoins.com
https://coinjar.com
http://zipzapinc.com
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Protection
Similar to viral ransomware, it doesn’t delete the local backup copy using vssadmin.exe,
which allows the users to revert their machine back to its previously healthy state.
Sophos detects ThreatFinder using below signatures.
Troj/TFinder-A
Troj/TFinderM-A
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Introduction
CrypVault is a type of ransomware that is written in a simple batch
script that encrypts user files using an RSA-1024 public key and
renames the encrypted files by adding extension “.vault”.

Execution
We’ve seen variants where the actual batch file is downloaded by another javascript [3] or
embedded into an installer binary which contains 7zip.exe, gpg.exe (open source encryption
tool) and batch script (main script file that encrypts user files) as shown in Figure 1.

[Figure 1]

The script file is a password protected 7zip file which is
extracted using a hardcoded password.
The script file then drops the 7zip.exe and gpg.exe into the %TEMP% folder.
Once the batch file is executed, the gpg.exe carries out the encryption
using an RSA -1024 public key that is generated.
It encrypts the file types mentioned below in all available drives
in the user machine from A-Z as shown in Figure 2.
xls, doc, pdf, rtf, psd, dwg, cdr, cd, mdb, 1cd, dbf, sqlite, jpg, zip
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[Figure 2]

In one if its many variants, it also adds junk code in between
the script to avoid static AV detection.
It finds a certain folder name using findstr to avoid encrypting any files in those
folders which would cause system instability, as shown in Figure 4.

[Figure 4]

Once all the mentioned file types are encrypted, it renames these
files with a .vault extension as shown in Figure 5.

[Figure 5]

If the user tries to execute these files, it shows ransom notes in a GUI window as shown
in Figure 6. The user needs to provide the key file dropped under the %desktop% folder.
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[Figure 6]

Once all encryption is done, it deletes all the dropped/created files. Some
variants use the sDelete utility provided by Sysinternals and other variants just
delete using a del command in the batch script as shown in Figure 6.

[Figure 6]

CrypVault also adds a run key registry entry to the messagebox to show the
ransom notes using mshta.exe and deletes remaining run key entries that
contain javascript, which it has already executed as shown in Figure 7.

[Figure 7]
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It also deletes volume shadow copies, if any, using wmic.
exe in the batch script as shown below.
echo objShell.ShellExecute “wmic.exe”, “shadowcopy delete /
nointeractive”, “”, “runas”, 0 >> “%temp%\aae53d47.vbs”
Finally, it downloads a password dump utility belonging to SecurtyXploded into %TEMP%.
It is actually using a custom packed binary to protect the actual password utility which then
gets unpacked in memory after executing the binary. It collects browser passwords from
various browsers as shown in Figure 8 and uploads to its command and control server.

[Figure 8]

Protection
Sophos protects customers using, but not limited to, the below signatures:
JS/Ransom-ASS
JS/Xibow-A
Troj/Xibow-B
Troj/Mdrop-GSY
Troj/Ransom-Bt-A
Troj/KrypVlt-A
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Powershell Based
Ransomware
Introduction
Powershell is a scripting language that lets administrators perform
tasks both locally as well as remotely. We began noticing PowerShellbased ransomware in early 2013 [4] and since then we have seen few
other examples of ransomware that have abused Powershell [5].
Recently, we’ve come across a new variant [6] that mimics popular TV show ‘Breaking
Bad’. Their ransom notes contain an image of ‘Los Pollos Hermanos’ and uses quotes from
the TV show in their email address to contact the malware author as shown in Figure 1.

Execution
The PowerShell script is downloaded by a VBS downloader script and also downloads
a fake .pdf file which later executes to pretend it executed nothing malicious.
However, in the background the ransomware script is downloaded and executed.
The PowerShell script has base64 encoded images, reflective DLL module
for both x86 as well as x64 platform and ransom html based notes.

[Figure 1]
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The reflective DLL module is a custom compiled Dll used to bypass UAC elevation prompt.
The script also contains base64 encoded sprep86.dll and sprep64.dll which is executed
by injected reflective dll module into the explorer process to perform the below actions:
1.
2.
3.

Delete volume shadow copies using vssadmin.exe
Disable windows startup repair
Disable System Restore

It encrypts certain file types found in the user machine as shown below in Figure 2.

[Figure 2]

It uses AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption to encrypt files and further protect
them with an RSA public key that was generated previously, as shown in Figure 3.

[Figure 3]

Payment
Figure 4, below, is the ransom note that is embedded in the
PowerShell that is shown after encryption.

[Figure 4]
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Users need to make the payment using Bitcoins via a uniquely generated Bitcoin address.
Alternatively, the user can contact the sender via a given email id as shown in Figure 5.

[Figure 5]

Protection
Sophos customers are protected from PowerShell Ransomware using the below signatures:
VBS/LPoLock-A, Troj/LPoLock-A, Troj/LPoLock-B, App/PShellInj-A.
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Some of the most interesting aspects of the major ransomware variants, as
well as a comparison of the methodologies used, are shown below.

Spam vs Exploit Kits
The main infection vectors are via spam email campaigns and as payloads
to exploit kits. However, it is interesting to note that some ransomware
families are more widely distributed through one vector than the other.
We have shown that CTBLocker and TorrentLocker are predominantly distributed
through spam email attachments, with TorrentLocker in particular employing
highly localised and geographically targeted campaigns. In contrast, CryptoWall
and TeslaCrypt are much more heavily delivered through exploit kits.
When trying to understand the reasons for this divergence, we must try to understand
the relative merits of each main infection vector. Massive spam campaigns are a
generally cheap, relatively unsophisticated means of delivering malware. Renting
time on a spam botnet is inexpensive and social engineering must be employed
to entice victims into executing the malware. However, this approach has proven
to be remarkably effective, especially when the email lures are carefully crafted,
and has the benefit that a fully-patched machine can still be infected.
Exploit kits on the other hand do not require interaction from the victim but do require
vulnerable software to be installed. They are more expensive if rented, or more complicated
to setup and administer if hosted by the customer, than renting time on a spam botnet.
Both mechanisms have their pros and cons but we can see through the
prevalence of these ransomware families that both are highly successful.

Geographic Targeting
We have shown that some ransomware variants are much more geographically
targeted than others. This is evident in the mechanisms used to distribute the malware
(such as localised, language-specific spam campaigns), and in the ransomware
programs themselves in the range of languages that instructions are offered.
In fact, we can see that the variants that are more heavily distributed through
spam campaigns (CTBLocker and TorrentLocker) tend to include more
elements of geographic targeting than the variants that are predominantly
distributed through exploit kits (CryptoWall and TeslaCrypt).
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It is relatively obvious why there is heavy localisation for the spam attachment
infection vector, as successful execution depends on social engineering, which is
much more convincing when the lure is relevant to the target. However, it is less
obvious why these variants also have much more diverse language support in the
ransomware program itself. Perhaps the knowledge gained from localising the spam
campaigns has been used to extend the language support in the malware payloads.

Execution Behaviours
It is interesting to note how different techniques are used by these
ransomware variants when executing on an infected machine.
For example, TorrentLocker and CryptoWall use the Hollow Process technique to
execute the majority of their code from a legitimate-looking process. In contrast,
CTBLocker and TeslaCrypt carry out their malicious actions from their own
processes. The former strategy should, in theory, make finding the ransomware
executable slightly more difficult as it is disguised as a system process.
However, the successes of the two variants that do not use this technique
show that this approach is not essential and may not offer any further
protection against security software on the infected endpoint.
With the exception of CTBLocker, all of these variants delete Shadow copies
from the file system. This technique is becoming standard, so it is perhaps an
oversight from the CTBLocker authors that they have not implemented it.
Both CTBLocker and TeslaCrypt will start to encrypt files whether
contact has been made with the command and control server or not,
whereas CryptoWall and TorrentLocker require contact first.
We have also seen differences in the choice of persistence mechanisms. CryptoWall
employs redundancy by having multiple runkey entries and by copying its executable to
the startup folder, TeslaCrypt also uses multiple runkey entries, whereas TorrentLocker
only employs a single entry and CTBLocker uses a scheduled task. Although the
approach taken by CryptoWall may be effective in that, if one persistence mechanism
is found, another may still exist, it is noisier and may be more likely to result in
detection. The scheduled task created by CTBLocker, on the other hand, is a single
point of failure but is less noisy and therefore may be more likely to be missed.

Command and Control
We’ve also seen differences between the methods used to communicate with command
and control servers. CTBLocker and TeslaCrypt choose to achieve a high level of anonymity
by communicating with Tor hidden services through HTTPS-based public Tor proxy services.
The downsides of this approach are that the proxy services often respond to abuse reports
and refuse to proxy the malicious addresses, and the proxy services themselves can also
be blocked outright by many organisations that do not wish their users to be accessing Tor.
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CryptoWall and TorrentLocker do not use Tor, though CryptoWall has a backup mechanism
over i2P. Traditional HTTP or HTTPS may be more reliable than going through a Tor
proxy, but it requires greater investment in infrastructure. Clearly, the CryptoWall
and TorrentLocker operators believe they have the necessary resources to maintain
a constant flow of new servers to keep the ransomware operation functioning.

File Encryption
AES is the preferred algorithm for encrypting files, with public key cryptography used to
encrypt key material when communicating with command and control servers. CTBLocker
is remarkable for its use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography in place of the more common RSA.
Generally speaking, most variants encrypt the same type of files. A wide range
of file extensions are included in the list of files that will be encrypted, including
documents, archives, music files and many more. TeslaCrypt is notable as the
only variant that specifically targets files used by video games. Perhaps a sign
that this family is aimed more at home users than corporate victims.

Payment
All the main variants take Bitcoins as payment. TeslaCrypt also offers
PaySafeCard and Ukash. The standard rate is in the region of $500, though
there can be slight variations on this figure, and with some variants the
exact amount can be set by the affiliate distributing the sample.
The four major variants each allow at least one free file decryption, which
seems to be a lesson learnt from early file encrypting Ransomware variants
where the ransom was often not paid as the victim had no proof that
those demanding the ransom were able to perform the decryption.
CryptoWall and TorrentLocker will double the price for decryption after a certain time
period has expired. This has the benefit of encouraging victims to pay up sooner, before
the price goes up, and also allowing a longer window in which payments can be made.
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Conclusion
We have presented an in-depth analysis of the current state of ransomware. We have
identified the four most prevalent variants and described various aspects of their
operation, their infection mechanisms and the geographic distribution of each variant
across the globe, as well as exploring several less common but more novel variants.
We have shown how the success of ransomware can be attributed to a combination of
exceptional levels of regionalization – which is observed in both the social engineering
aspects as well as in the data presented to the victim when the ransomware
programs are running – widespread and well-honed infection campaigns, use of
anonymous payment systems, and the use of strong encryption that offers no clear
alternative to the ransom demand when poor backup practices are evident.

Recommendations
Ransomware can arrive via various techniques such as drive by downloads or
exploit kits using different software vulnerabilities. Unlike other malware, once
the user files are encrypted using a complex encryption algorithm, it is nearly
impossible to decrypt those files – hence there is little or no option left for
affected users other than to pay the ransom or restore files from backup.
Sophos HIPS (Host Intrusion Prevention System) Technology [1] proactively blocks
ransomware from encrypting files. HIPS is a runtime behavioural technology which
constantly monitors your system and scans for malicious activities on processes, files
accessed on-read/on-write/on-rename and registry changes etc. As soon as we see any
ransomware making any changes to user files, HIPS proactively blocks the ransomware.
Below are some of the important HIPS detection identities
related to ransomware as discussed earlier:
1.

Cryptowall
HPmal/Ransom-I
HPmal/Ransom-R
HPmal/Ransom-O

2.

TorrentLocker
HPmal/Ransom-M
HPmal/Ransom-Q
HPmal/Ransom-O

3.

TeslaCrypt
HPmal/EccKrpt-A
HPmal/EccKrpt-B

4.

CTB-Locker
HPmal/Ransom-N
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These HIPS signatures often don’t require any updates as they detects on the unpacked
memory code irrespective of files on disk that are either packed, obfuscated or encrypted.
Hence having Sophos HIPS technology enabled is strongly
recommended to block ransomware proactively.
Also, apart from having your anti-virus up to date, there are additional system
changes to help prevent or disarm ransomware infections that a user can apply.
Backup your files
The best way to ensure you do not lose your files to ransomware is to back
them up regularly. Storing your backup separately is also key – as discussed,
some ransomware variants delete Windows shadow copies of files as a further
tactic to prevent your recovery, so you need to store your backup offline.
Apply windows and other software updates regularly
Keep your system and applications up to date. This gives you the best chance
to avoid your system being exploited using drive-by download attacks and
software (particularly Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight, Web Browser
etc) vulnerabilities which are known for installing ransomware.
Avoid clicking untrusted e-mail links or opening unsolicited e-mail attachments
Most ransomware arrives via spam email either by clicking the links or as attachments.
Having a good email anti-virus scanner would also proactively block compromised
or malicious website links or binary attachments that lead to ransomware.
Disable ActiveX content in Microsoft Office applications such as Word, Excel etc.
We’ve seen many malicious documents that contain macros which
can further download ransomware silently in the background.
Install Firewall and block Tor, I2P and restrict to specific ports
Preventing the malware from reaching its call-home server via the network
can disarm an active ransomware variant. As such, blocking connections
to I2P or Tor servers via a firewall would be an effective measure.
Disable remote desktop connections
Disable remote desktop connections if they are not required in your environment,
so that malicious authors cannot access your machine remotely.
Block binaries running from %APPDATA%, %TEMP% paths
Most of the ransomware files are dropped and executed from these locations,
so blocking execution would prevent the ransomware from running.
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